PROCEEDINGS OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (HEADQUARTERS)
POLICE HEADQUARTERS, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Present : DINENDRA KASHYAP IPS

Sub : Police Estt. - State wide Finalised seniority list of Higher Grade Drivers as on 01/01/2016- Modified- orders issued.

Read : 1) PHQ Proceedings No : L4-195386/2016/PHQ Dated. 30-12-2016.

Order No : L4-195386/2016/PHQ Dated. 02-05-2017

As per the order read as 1st above, a provisional seniority list of Higher Grade Drivers as on 1/1/96 was published and the same was finalized vide reference cited 2nd and circulated among all the Units. The following reports/details/complaints were received against the finalized seniority list. It is verified in detail and found that the following corrections/inclusions are necessary in the Finalized Seniority list published vide reference cited 2nd.


District Police Chief Kannur has forwarded the service details of 89 drivers and informed that, out of 89 personnel only 8 personnel are included in the finalized seniority list. On the verification, it is found that 72 of Higher Grade drivers are eligible to be included in the finalized seniority list, as on 01-01-2016. As such they are included in the appropriate place in the finalized seniority List.

2) Letter No A6(a)- 65496/2016/T Dated 20/03/2016 of DPC Thiruvananthapuram City.

District Police Chief Thiruvananthapuram City has informed that the date of appointment of Sri. Suresh Kumar DVR 2395 (Sl No 434) and Sri Vinod Kumar Dvr 2273 (Sl No 435) is mistakenly entered as 22/08/1998 instead of 12/08/1998. Therefore the date of appointment of the incumbents is corrected as 12/08/1998.


Addl Director General of Police, Crimes has reported that Sri. Sagar B, DVR PC 10090, Sri.Siyad S M, DVR PC 3460 and Udayan P, Dvr PC 4146 are not included in the finalized seniority list. On verification, it is found that Sri.Siyad S M, DVR PC 3460 and Sri. Udayan P, Dvr PC 4146 are eligible for the inclusion in the finalized seniority List. Therefore, they are included as Sl No 1480 and Sl No 1335 in the finalized seniority list respectively.

4) Letter No A3-57279/2016/W Dated 27/03/2017 of DPC Wayanad.

District Police, Chief, Wayanad has reported that Sri. Asokan DVR PC 1041 and Sri. Vijayan K V 1341 are not included in the finalized seniority list. It was also requested that the date of Birth of Sri. Nesy T K should be corrected as 15/12/1973 and his date of appointment should be corrected as 1/10/2001. Therefore Sri. Asokan DVR PC 1041 and
Sri. Vijayan K V 1341 are included in the Finalized Seniority List and placed as Sl No 110 and 191 respectively. The date of Birth and the date of appointment of Sri. Nesy T K is corrected and replaced him as Sl No 684 in the Finalized Seniority List.

5) Message No A3-130/2017/N Dated 07/01/2017 of DPC Pathanamthitta.

Sri. Arun S, DVR PC 289, DHQ Pathanamthitta is found eligible for the inclusion of the finalized seniority list. Therefore he is included in the seniority List as Sl No 812.


District Police Chief, Thrissur City has reported that Sri. Sukumaran K V, DVR R 273 is not included in the finalized seniority list, and the date of appointment of Sri. Redish A DVR 211 and Sri. Sampannan DVR PC 341 are not correct. Therefore Sri. Sukumaran DVR R 273 is included as Sl No 636 in the seniority list. The date of entry of Sri. Sampannan DVR PC 341 is corrected as 25/10/2003 and placed as Sl No 1096. The date of appointment Sri. Redish A DVR 211 is revised as 02/01/1987 instead of 30/01/1989. As such he is eligible to include the existing seniority list as on 01/01/1996 which was published on 1/3/2011. Therefore the name of Sri. Redish A, Sl No 7 is excluded in the Finalized Seniority list as on 01/01/2016.


Sri. Sherin Raja Retnam R.S DVR 2788 is found not included in the finalized seniority list. Therefore he is included and placed as Sl No 1215 in the finalized List.

In the above circumstances 79 Nos of Higher Grade Drivers are additionally included in the Finalized Seniority List. Accordingly the Finalized Seniority List of Higher Grade Drivers as on 01/01/2016 published vide reference cited 2nd is modified to this extend.

The Unit Heads concerned will circulate the finalized Seniority list among the concerned in their units. This finalized Seniority List is also available on the official website of Kerala Police www.keralapolice.gov.in.

Dinendra Kashyap
02-05-2017
DINENDRA KASHYAP IPS,
Inspector General of Police

To :
Copy : All Officers in List B/ Director V&ACB for information and necessary action.
To DGP SCRB for necessary action and is requested to publish the seniority list on the official website.
Duty Officer PHQ for information.
To CAs to SPC/ADGP/IGP (HQ)/DIG (ADMN) for information.